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“It was WOMAN who guided that car! 
It was woman who prompted Justice to the work.”

INTRODUCTION

In 1836, James Forten, Jr., one of the most renowned free black abolitionists, eloquently spoke in front of white and black women of the Philadelphia Female Anti-Slavery Society. Forten spoke of women’s special “reign” that must prevail throughout the nation in order that “the District of Columbia [the nation] may be freed, and washed clean from the stains of blood, cruelty and crime” of slavery. In this same speech, Forten was critical of those who claimed that women “had better be at home attending to their domestic affairs,” countering such a perspective with the retort: “What a gross error—what an anti-christian spirit this bespeaks.” James Forten, Jr., knew from his own family how useful and active women could be in political and social causes. He grew up with four siblings who were all socially influential: Margaretta Forten was a schoolteacher and the secretary of the Anti-Slavery Society; Sarah Forten was a leading abolitionist poet and a leader of a national convention of Negro women in 1837; Harriet Forten Purvis was an abolitionist.
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ist and managed a way-station for fugitives in the Underground Railroad with her husband Robert Purvis; Robert Bridges Forten was a vigorous abolitionist.⁵ In the same speech mentioned above, James Forten, Jr., called for women’s sympathy as it could aid enslaved women and “FREE—America!” He stated: “Sympathy is woman’s attribute, By that she has reign’d—by that she will reign.”⁶

Forten’s speech allows us to see that there is another version of true womanhood in operation, one that does not accord with Barbara Welter’s. Among “four cardinal virtues,” i.e., piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity, that were prescribed to women of the early and mid-nineteenth century, defined in Welter’s now classic article,⁷ Forten’s comment above more likely negates submissiveness and domesticity in the narrow sense that confines women’s sphere to the household only. Instead he asserted that women would be able to fully demonstrate their “womanly” qualities such as piety, purity, wisdom and sympathy when they actively go beyond their ascribed domestic space.⁸ Forten’s version of true womanhood thus explains the rapid increase in women’s involvement in Christian and social—sometimes even political—reform movements in the mid-nineteenth century, in this instance, the abolitionist movement.

Within northern abolitionist communities that developed in Philadelphia, New York or Boston, abolitionism was one of the great opportunities in which both white and black women of the upper/middle classes could get involved in worldly affairs without their true womanhood being denied. Women abolitionists accused slave holders of destroying the heart of American domesticity—“sacred” relationships that must be protected: between a mother and children, and a husband and a wife—by greedily trading slaves or raping slave women. These activist women heard speeches like Forten’s, and perceived that it was their ordained duty to save social “unfortunates” of slaves.

On October 28, 1862, twenty six years after Forten’s famous speech, his niece Charlotte L. Forten (1837−1914) arrived at St. Helena Island, one of the largest islands in South Carolina Sea Islands. Here, where the northern Union had just occupied plantations and slaves had been emancipated, Charlotte Forten came in order to accomplish abolitionist work with these newly freed people in the midst of the Civil War.⁹ This article contends that the idea of separate spheres as a gendered, raced and classed concept is key to understanding the course of neo-abolitionist aid and educational work for freedpeople in the post-emancipated South. Freedwomen were not subsumed under Welter’s notion of true womanhood, and this was both positive and
negative; positive in the sense that they were not constrained by domesticity, but negative in that their productive work was appropriated. This article also demonstrates how white women struggled with the discourse of the separate spheres as well, hoping to circumvent it themselves by relying on freedwomen to perform domestic work for them, but also insisting that domesticity was a part of normative womanhood for freedwomen. Here again we see a mixture of positive and negative; the insistence that freed women were to be included in the normative category of true women was progressive, even as it allowed for the exploitation of freedwomen’s domestic labor.

Gaining Authority, Provoking Hostility: The Teaching Profession as Women’s Separate Sphere and Yankee Schoolmarms as “Ladies in Public”

The ideology of separate spheres—theorized by second wave feminists of the 1960s—had functioned as a legitimizing logic in relegating women to a subordinate “domestic” or private sphere. Since then, the discourse of separate spheres has generated numerous studies among feminist and gender scholars. Whereas pioneer historians of this subject cautioned against the careless use of this concept as a neat binary (private vs. public, domestic vs. world, home vs. work, and women vs. men), a majority of scholars today agree that this concept as a contested terrain remains a useful analytic tool. It can provide a lens to perceive how people of certain historical periods understood their appropriate roles, places and opportunities and how they attempted to negotiate or protest those conditions and environments. Based on economic and political aspects of the ideology often examined in the past, this article focuses on the social and educational application of the construct.

Because the discourse of separate spheres prescribed that women be in charge of the domestic sphere, it also authorized women to cross the boundary between private and public in a particular way. For example, teaching, nursing, and missionary work became acceptable vocations for women in the mid-nineteenth century because of their link to the domestic sphere and the “cult of true womanhood.” In the teaching profession, especially, women replaced male teachers in the public sphere in schools. Jo Anne Preston and Yukako Hisada, among others, have shown that the feminization of teaching rapidly took place among (white) middle-class women in New England during the first half of the nineteenth century. Some of these women became abolitionists and were qualified as freedpeople’s school teachers by freed-
men’s aid societies in the north. They sought out teaching positions as an opportunity to seek economic independence through earning a wage. For example, the Boston Educational Commission reported that although the Educational Committee of this Commission had a limited capacity to accept applicants due to financial constraints, several hundred applied for the teaching posts they advertised. The commission sent a total of seventy-two teachers and superintendents to the Union-occupied Sea Islands by May 1863. The organization paid these teachers an average monthly salary of $25–50.

Though the proportion of women among the earliest members of the Port Royal mission was smaller than men at the beginning (twelve women out of fifty-three members on board the Atlantic), freedmen’s aid associations considered women’s hands most appropriate for performing such duties as taking care of destitute ex-slaves on abandoned plantations and providing food, clothes and other essential items. These organizations assumed that women could use their advantage in helping with freedpeople and children. In May 1863, the Committee on Teachers within the Educational Commission of the Boston Freedmen’s Aid Association reported very positively about the work of women sent by their Commission to the Sea Islands. They stated that “their success in their schools has been entirely satisfactory, while the influence which their presence has exerted in elevating and refining the character of the people has been invaluable.” A scholar of freedpeople’s education, Ronald E. Butchart, has also pointed out that because woman’s moral well-being was considered to reflect society’s well-being, the development of the feminine character of freedwomen was considered their foremost duty of northern missionary women, since they believed that the social institution of slavery had degraded them. Inculcating northern middle-class family values was perceived as central to the “political regeneration of the Republic.” Thus, if the discourse of separate spheres originally defined different gendered places for northern middle-class men and women, it also produced ways for these women to expand their social and economic opportunities outside of the home without denying women’s “intrinsic” qualities. Moreover, by fulfilling the duties expected of women, these women gained recognition for the importance of their work, which in turn increased their opportunities to be in the public sphere. Thus, the ideology of gendered separate spheres is crucial in understanding the links between the abolitionist movement, domesticity, and emancipationist relief and educational work for freedpeople.

While these northern women claimed women’s authority and expanded their own space in classrooms, their images were ridiculed by the southern
public. “Yankee schoolmarm” was a derogatory term first used by contemporary southern male critics who played with the contradictory images of “ladies in public.”28 Out of a total of approximately nine-hundred northern teachers sent down to freedpeople’s schools in the South, three quarters were women.29 The majority of northern white women teachers crossed over multiple boundaries that defined their “proper sphere”; they crossed the border between women’s and men’s spheres, between North and South, and between white and black communities. For instance, by directly interacting with freedpeople in classrooms and “quarters” (i.e., cabins, or ex-slaves’ residences), these women broke a southern taboo by stepping over racially drawn lines, which enraged southern society. Moreover, according to William Link, schools established in the South during Reconstruction were a “symbol of the tyranny” of the northern invasion.30 Among rural communities where traditional patriarchal authority (in all senses: parental, religious, governmental) determined the way in which schools operated, the sense of being ruled was felt especially strongly as schooling used to be so much about the “neighborhood affair.”31 With strong missionary zeal, schoolmarms inculcated the superiority of northern middle class values, morals, and modern ways of living, and labored to raise the ex-slaves’ status through education. Thus, threatening to weaken the white patriarch’s authority and to provide intellectual assets for the black population, the young Yankee schoolmarms became a visible representation of northern social control as well as an impermissible reminder of southern defeat within postbellum southern white society.

NEGOTIATING A GAP BETWEEN THE IDEA AND REALITY OF SEPARATE SPHERES AMONG NORTHERN NEO-ABOLITIONIST WOMEN

A study of separate spheres in mid-nineteenth century America indicates that one of the requirements to be considered a “lady”—a respected status for women who had certain privileges granted to them—was that they must remain quiet or absent in public. For instance, Charlotte L. Forten entered a similar understanding of ladyhood in her journal when feminist Frances D. Gage appealed to mothers of freed sons at the local black church on St. Helena Island to send them to the army “willingly and gladly as she had done hers, to fight for liberty.”32 Forten assumed that the line was drawn between public and private for women, and she stated, “it must have been something very novel and strange to them to hear a woman speak in public, but they listened with great attention and seemed extremely moved by what she said.”33 Forten’s understanding of ladyhood or “true womanhood” was con-
stituted by the appropriate woman’s sphere.

Like Forten, other abolitionist women who went to work with freedpeople in the Union-occupied South brought their ideas of gendered separate spheres with them. In 1862, Mrs. A. M. French, wife of the Rev. M. French who was an agent of the National Freedman’s Relief Association, published a large volume of anti-slavery accounts about the realities of slavery and the conditions of ex-slavery in South Carolina, based on her observations and interactions with ex-slaves of the Sea Islands region. The Rev. and Mrs. French were the senior leaders within the first members of the Port Royal Mission. Among the many inhumane acts of slavery, Mrs. French was astonished by the fact that enslaved women were made to work as field hands and toiled “equally with man in the field.” Arguing for the abolishing of aged women’s field-labor by the northern government, French criticized the present governmental policy on freedwomen’s labor. She remarked: “We will have no woman-driving under our government! They are the guilty, who should have elected the most anti-slavery men to the high offices of trust, at the expense, if need be, of every other or opposite consideration.” In a chapter under the title of “Women and Civilization,” French further discussed how hard New England women worked in order to make proper domestic arrangements, and that they became able “to live in a civilized and refined manner.” While being impressed with the cleanliness and order of slave cabins, French believed and argued that the enslaved condition held women only to be “half-civilized” because they had less time to engage in their domestic work. She continued: “[I]f Government makes them free, and gives them the chance . . . we shall soon have the highest civilization among them.” According to this northern neo-abolitionist lady, slavery’s curse deprived enslaved women of domesticity and left them “half-civilized.” It was only after inculcating them into New England middle-class domestic knowledge and skills that the abolition of slavery could finally be accomplished. Here also, “the cult of true womanhood” was in demand in order for these women to pursue the mission of civilizing freedwomen.

Another notable aspect of the domestication and feminization of the teaching profession in Preston’s work mentioned in the previous section is that it revealed how women teachers behaved in ways that were contrary to those prescriptive roles assigned to women. Somewhat parallel to these women in New England that Preston analyzes, most northern women teachers in the South Carolina Sea Islands were not fond of and oftentimes did not practice the same gendered domestic life styles for themselves that they instructed freedpeople to follow. For example, while emphasizing to freedpeople the
importance of domestic work in the household, some of them did not hide
their own aversion to housekeeping. Susan Walker (1811–1887), who was
sent to Port Royal by the Secretary of the Treasury Department, Salmon P.
Chase, and taught at freedpeople’s schools from March to June 1862, com-
plained in her diary on April 6th about the domestic duties that she had to
perform:

Yesterday was a hard day for me—the hardest I have seen since I came to Port
Royal, and I retired thoroughly disgusted and discouraged. If I had only to con-
sider myself to Government rations and be thankful and cheerful, but three other
ladies and one or two gentlemen are to be made comfortable through my efforts to
provide. Mr. P[jerce] is extremely kind and brings many luxuries to be prepared
and he likes a good table. Who does not? I like it too, but do not like to do it my-
self. If we only had a good waiter he might relieve the housekeeper of much dis-
agreeable drudgery and save her more valuable time for more important service—
for teaching and preaching, both of which are required every day.40

On May 7th, when she was freed from housework, she entered the follow-
ing comment in her journal: “Last day of my housekeeping. How I rejoice! I
am ready to do harder work of different kind, but cannot do this.”41 According
to Walker, another teacher at a freedpeople’s school, Laura Towne, also hated
housekeeping.42 Eventually, some of these northern women hired freed-
women to attend to domestic work for them.

Domestic work was not the only way in which northern teachers contra-
dicted the instructions they gave to freedpeople. Though they encouraged
freedmen and women to get married and often oversaw their matrimony, the
majority of these northern teachers were single and some of them remained
single, forming partnerships with their girlfriends throughout their entire
lives.43 Thus, the realities of work and the lifestyles of neo-abolitionists did
not fully match the ideal of true womanhood.

Harriet Tubman’s work in Beaufort during the Civil War is another signifi-
cant example. In June 1863, Tubman, one of the most distinguished and leg-
endary abolitionists, a conductor of the Underground Railroad, and self-freed
black woman was at Beaufort, South Carolina, living about seven miles away
from a freedpeople’s school where Charlotte Forten taught. Unlike Forten
who had an elite background in education, Tubman was an illiterate runaway
slave who had been a field hand. Tubman worked for three years as a nurse
and a cook at hospitals for “contrabands of war” (a term first adopted by the
Union General Benjamin F. Butler in May 1861 in reference to fugitive
slaves who successfully entered Union territory and were thus treated as the
Union’s possessions and as a scout and a spy for Union troops in the Sea Islands. Tubman often went on “expeditions” with northern troops into the Confederate territory to bring slaves back across the lines. When the expeditions were successful, the Union took charge of former slaves, granting them freedom and making them contrabands and soldiers of the Union Army. Tubman wrote to her friends in Boston to request a bloomer dress, in order to be more useful and safer as she crossed enemy lines.

I want, among the rest, a bloomer dress, made of some coarse, strong material, to wear on expeditions. In our late expedition up the Combahee river, in coming on board the boat, I was carrying two pigs for a sick woman, who had a child to carry, and the order “double quick” was given, and I started to run, stepped on my dress, it being rather long, and fell and tore it almost off . . . I made up my mind then, I would never wear a long dress on another expedition of the kind, but would have a bloomer as soon as I could get it. So please make this known to the ladies, if you will, for I expect to have use for it very soon, probably before they can get it to me.

It is well known that the bloomer dress was a symbol of radical identity in the women’s rights movement of the nineteenth century. For an activist and neo-abolitionist like Tubman, the dress would carry not merely a message of woman’s rights, but carry herself between the enemy’s territory and home as she thought it was her duty to work for the Union. Moreover, she attempted to instruct the fellow freedpeople about the importance of work for the government and of gaining respectability by wage labor. She stated: “Most of those coming from the mainland are very destitute, almost naked. I am trying to find places for those able to work, and provide for them as best I can, so as to lighten the burden on the Government as much as possible, while at the same time they learn to respect themselves by earning their own living.”

Upon her return home with her parents to Auburn, New York, after the war, she raised funds for freedpeople’s schools.

All the examples of neo-abolitionist women discussed in this section show the various ways in which they negotiated the concept of separate spheres and the idea of true womanhood, through and against the lived realities that already challenged the validity of these ideas.

RECONSIDERING SEPARATE SPHERES IN THE CONTEXT OF FREEDPEOPLE

While these neo-abolitionist women exercised independence from patriarchal structures (fathers, future husbands), freedwomen were re-categorized
as dependents of freedmen; through marriage, freedmen were now new “masters” replacing their previous white master. More recent studies thus have pointed to the white and middle-class bias of the separate spheres ideology as well as to the complicit nature of true womanhood in obscuring racism. In the slavery period, neither domesticity nor the ideal of domestic space was guaranteed among enslaved men and women since white planters as masters had nearly complete access, including sexual access, to enslaved women. Ever since colonial Virginia enacted a law to have children take over their maternal status which established a racially codified slavery system in America, enslaved women became a source of profit for slave owners (through their reproduction of baby slaves as well as their production of field labor). As Jennifer Morgan’s study shows, unlike white women who were portrayed as too physically fragile to work in the field or bear many children, black women were symbolized as “beasts and monsters” in racist colonial depictions and expected (and forced) to serve supposedly contradictory roles in labor and family reproduction. Therefore, even when enslaved women were assumed to be naturally talented or fit for “domestic” duties, they also performed presumably male work as field hands. This was of course not for their own merit but only to increase the white master’s “family fortune.” It was in this context that freedmen desired to be the head of households, as perceived by Laura Towne (1825–1901) in 1867. Towne observed the change of relationship between freedmen and freedwomen: “In slavery the woman was far more important, and was in every way held higher than the man. It was the woman’s house, the children were entirely hers, etc., . . . the notion of being bigger than woman generally, is just now inflating the conceit of the males to an amazing degree.” She added that as free men, they pursued “domestic freedom,” a concept she described as “the right, just found, to have their own way in their families and rule their wives” as their “inestimable privilege!” Thus for freedmen, freedom and independence were realized by assuming the role of the patriarch in their new households where they were now masters.

As the heads of families, freedmen sought to be breadwinners, and frequently sent petitions and letters to the government asking for the ration they should have been getting for their work in the army. For example, on 18 July 1864, seventy-four members of the colored infantry had written from Folly Island, South Carolina, insisting they should be paid for their work in the U. S. Colored Troops. The following year on June 25th, George G. Freeman had written at General Hospital in Beaufort, South Carolina:
I want them to give me my discharge and let me go and worke and suporte my Familely for they are nearly starved and hav not suitabal cloathing to hide thair neckedness my famliey depends upon my daily labor for thier suporte. . . I went with out Pay nearly all of the time I hav ben out. . . If I hav don wrong in writing to my superior i pray Pardon me For so doing But I should like to Recieve some money from the Governent and go and see after my fanliey.  

Another soldier on Morris Island, South Carolina, wrote a similar message on 13 January 1866: “Run Right out of Slavery in to Soldiery & we hadent nothing atall & our wifes & mother most all of them is aperishing all about where we leave them or abbout the Country. . . Half of our money got to use up in the Regtal Sutler for somthing to Eate & we all are perrishing our self & our Parent & wives all are Suffering.”

As these testimonies show, fighting for the Union army did not provide economic security for ex-slaves as the Union promised. Slaves believed that they were going to be given the “forty acres of land and a mule” promised by the Union; however, the land and cattle were never provided by the government after the north’s victory. The labor and economic system in Union-occupied areas, a place considered to be the antithesis of domesticity, “paid such low wages to black men that they could not protect their wives and children from the marketplace.” Especially after black men’s enlistment in the Union army, black women’s and children’s field labor became highly necessary in order to fill a male labor shortage in the fields. They picked cotton, planted corn and potatoes. Unlike white women, and counter to the ideal of domestic womanhood, henceforth black women were in reality easily pushed to work beyond the domestic sphere. Their sphere extended to the fields, mills and other public spaces wherever their enduring physical labor was required and appropriated. From this example, it is apparent that the discourse of separate spheres had to be modified when the women under discussion were newly-emancipated black women. It would not have been deemed appropriate for a white “lady” to work in the fields—white women who did so (and there were many who did) were thus disqualified from the social status of ladyhood. This re-gendering of a raced physical space was significant because it was utilized to rearrange social class for reinstalling the white race’s control of the South.

CONCLUSION

Most of these northern white and black women who engaged in neo-aboli-
tionist work with freedpeople were adherents of Garrisonian abolitionism, which called for the abolition of “distinctions of sex” in addition to that of race. William Lloyd Garrison emphasized that their goal was “universal emancipation,” meaning that not only racial and chattel slavery but also women’s servitude at home was under attack. Therefore, Garrisonian abolitionists “call[ed] into question the prevailing conception of the women’s sphere as purely domestic.”65 However, as we have seen throughout this paper, for the actual work of aiding and educating freedpeople, women were called because their womanly qualities were in high demand. While fulfilling their “duties” as women, some of them started to question their “rights” as women, or rather as “men” in the universal sense of the word. It is well known that the women’s rights movement of the nineteenth century emerged out of anti-slavery activism: more specifically, when some abolitionist women faced sexual segregation at the anti-slavery conference in London in 1840.66

Similarly, despite the fact that these neo-abolitionist women dedicated themselves to aiding, educating, and doing other kinds of work for freedpeople, and that they also contributed to warfare and to the political advancement of the Union and the government, they were denied voting rights (which was a ticket for direct political participation) by ratification of the fifteenth amendment in 1870. In this sense, it was inevitable that some women who worked with freedpeople in the Beaufort area, such as Harriet Tubman, Laura Towne, Ellen Murray, and Abbie Holmes Christensen, among others, became women’s suffragists while they contributed to black education.67 Had these women heard James Forten, Jr.’s speech several decades later, they would have agreed wholeheartedly with his assertion:

[M]ounted on the car of Freedom, [woman] betook her way to the spot where Slavery was stalking over the land, making fearful ravages among human beings . . . [T]he supplicating cry of mercy did not fall unheeded upon her car. No. She smote the monster in the height of his power; . . . eight hundred thousand human beings sprung into life again.

It was WOMAN who guided that car! It was woman who prompted Justice to the work.68

The ideology of true womanhood thus played an important role in how northerners—both white and black—constructed themselves and others, and its application to the South on the eve of emancipation was rather complex and problematic. White northern women who went south to teach freedpeople struggled to escape it, sometimes depending on the labor of black women.
Black activists like Tubman perhaps thought it was rather nonsensical. It was likely to be ignored in the case of freedwomen who were field laborers with the exception of the neo-abolitionist Mrs. French. The construct of separate spheres, therefore, was more contested in the 1860s than previous studies have shown, even as it surely shaped women’s lives.

NOTES

This article is developed out of a paper I presented at the “Historicising Whiteness Conference” held at the University of Melbourne in November 2006. While the paper I presented (which dealt with the historical intersection between whiteness and gender studies) will be part of the conference proceedings, this paper focuses on the separate spheres in the context of freedpeople’s aid and education.
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